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Synopsis
In this paper maximum principles are employed to relate solutions of certain classes of nonlinear
elliptic problems to solutions of the associated torsion problem. By this method a number of new
isoperimetric inequalities are derived. In special cases solutions of the nonlinear problems are also
related to solutions of the clamped membrane problem.
I. Introduction
In this paper we make use of the maximum principle to compare solutions of a
class of nonlinear elliptic boundary value problems with the solutions of simpler
linear problems denned on the same domain. In some cases the methods lead to
isoperimetric results.
Let D be a bounded convex domain in RN with C2+a boundary 3D. We shall
be concerned in this paper with positive solutions of the following boundary value
problem defined on D:
Au + A/(u) = 0 in D
u = 0 on aD.
Here A is the Laplace operator and A is a constant. It is known of course that
positive solutions do not necessarily exist for all values of A. Also for strictly
nonlinear /, more than one positive solution may correspond to the same value of
A. Sufficient conditions for existence and for uniqueness appear in the literature
(see e.g. Amann [1] and the references cited therein).
For simplicity we shall assume throughout that
f(u)S0, f (u )S0 (1.2)
for positive solutions of (1.1). In a number of cases these constraints can be
relaxed, but in order to make the already computationally involved calculations
easier to follow we shall impose (1.2) in our subsequent discussions.
The principal purpose of this paper is to compare solutions of (1.1) with
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solutions of the simple linear problem
= 0 in D
»^  = 0 on 3D.
The special case f(u) = u, N = 2, will lead to interesting new isoperimetric
inequalities of the type indicated by Hersch [4] (see (3.12) and (5.15)). Because of
the physical interpretation of (1.3) for N = 2, we refer to tj/ as the torsion function.
In our arguments we make extensive use of the maximum principles of the type
derived by Payne [6], and by Stakgold and Payne [9], [11]. Since these principles
are dependent on the results of [5], we require that / be a C1 function of its
argument and that u be a classical solution of (1.1). In fact we shall assume
throughout that u e C2(D) whenever it exists.
It should be noted that all of the results of this paper actually hold for
somewhat more general domains. It is only necessary that the mean curvature at
every point of D be nonnegative.
II. Statement of maximum principles
The following maximum principles derived in [6], [11] will be employed
throughout this paper:
Principle I. Let u be a positive classical solution of (1.1) in a convex region D,
where fe C^O, °°) satisfies (1.2); then at points in D
|gradu|2Si2A[F(uM)-F(u)] (2.1)
where
F(u) = f /(TJ) dr,, uM = maxu(x). (2.2)
Principle II. Let iff be the solution of (1.3) in a convex region D, then at points
in D
^§max |g rad^ | . (2.3)
Generalizations of PI and PII appear in [7] and [8].
It should be pointed out that (2.1) is an optimal inequality, the equality sign
holding in the limit for a spheroidal domain with axis of finite length as the radius
of the meridian section tends to infinity. We shall subsequently refer to this
limiting domain as the infinite slab.
III. Bounds for t|* in terms of the solution of (1.1)
, We first establish the following theorem:
THEOREM I. Let ube a classical positive solution of (1.1), (1.2) in a convex region
D and set
U V F ( ) F ( ) J LJU V F ( U M ) - F ( T , ) J '
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then the following inequalities hold:
<£s=4A</f in D (3.2)
and
V
 |gradu|g2A|grad./f| on 3D. (3.3)
The motivation for the specific choice for <£ is as follows: We are seeking
inequalities which are sharp in the sense that the equality signs should hold in the
limit as D degenerates to the infinite slab, i.e. for the solution of (1.1) for N= 1.
But the right hand side of (3.1) is just a multiple of the solution of (1.3) in one
space dimension.
To establish (3.2) and (3.3) we show that <p satisfies
A(p+4A.gO in D. (3.4)
Since q> vanishes on 3D, (3.2) follows immediately from the classical maximum
principle for subharmonic functions.
A direct calculation gives for u£uM
= ^2[F( uM)-F(u)]i-f(u) ' "' dv
VF(UM)-F(TJ)J
2A[F(uM)-F(»)]-|gradu
[F(uM)-F(u)]i
The second term on the right is clearly nonnegative by (2.1). To check the sign of
the first term we set
\ = 2[F(uM)-F(u)f-f(u) ' (3.6)
Ju VF(UM)-F(T,)
and form
dv
 — (3.7)
du Ju VF(U^KF(IT)
the last inequality following from (1.2). An integration yields
which establishes (3.4) and thus (3.2) once we observe that as u-*uM, both grad <p
and the right hand side of (3.5) tend to zero.
Inequality (3.3) follows from the well known fact that since <p S=4Ai/f in D and
<p = i(i = 0 on dD then at each point of the boundary |grad <p| ^  4A. |grad ^\ (see e.g.
[10]). Bounds for max Igrad ifj\ may be found in [3] and [6].
3D
EXAMPLES. (A) Clamped membrane problem: f(u) = u.
The first eigenfunction (with corresponding eigenvalue Aj) in the clamped
membrane problem for D satisfies
W =
 ° "
 D
 (3.9)
w=0 on dD, w>0 in D.
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In this case (3.2) becomes
— -fcos-1— T^lkrf in D (3.10)
4 L wMJ
while (3.3) leads to
^|grad wlSA^jvJgradil/1 on 3D. (3.11)
In particular (3.10) yields
(3.12)
with the equality sign holding in the limit for an infinite slab. Other isoperimetric
inequalities involving the volume of D and the Dirichlet integral of u over D
follow from the above results.
(B) The case f(u) = eu.
From (3.2) we obtain for this example
e-"M« ^ [eV2 + Ve«M _ i g VXi£~ (3.13a)
or
e'
u
^
2
 coslT1 [ e ^ l s i VX^. (3.13b)
It is well known that in this case there is a critical value of A (call it Ac) such
that for A. > Ac no solution exists, while if A < Ac more than one solution will exist
(see e.g. Bandle [2]). Inequality (3.13) is again sharp in that the equality sign
holds in the limit as D degenerates to an infinite slab. Of course for certain
geometries sharper inequalities can be obtained using monotonicity and symmet-
rization arguments. Results in this direction will appear in a forthcoming paper of
Bandle.
IV. Other inequalities relating t|f to the solution oi (1.1) for N = 1
In this section we assume A* and / to be such that at least one solution exists to
the one dimensional problem
v" + k*f(v) = 0, Ogxia
t)'(0) = »(a) = 0,
where A* and a are chosen to satisfy one of the following sets of conditions, i.e.
^ (4.2)
or
A = A
* (4.3)
c(0)gmaxu(x).
D
It turns out that both of the conditions in (4.3) will be required for examples like
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f(u)-u", q> 1, where, for fixed A, a solution of (4.1) exists for any choice of a.
Clearly the second condition in (4.3) may be difficult to verify; however, one can
often obtain crude bounds for the maximum value of the unknown solution.
Before proceeding, let us recall that one simple criterion on / which will insure
that there is at most one positive solution of (1.1), (1.2) is that for £, Tje[0, °°),
the following inequality holds
7]
(see [11]).
Now let i) be a positive solution of (4.1), (4.2) or of (4.1), (4.3). We define
- ^ ) ) . (4.5)
If (4.2) holds then <p is defined in all of D. Otherwise it is defined on the
subdomain of D given by \/2(t/>M-if)ga, If v satisfies (4.1), (4.2) then <p^0on
dD and hence in D.
We now establish the following lemma:
LEMMA I. Let <p be given by (4.5) where v is a solution of (4.1); then
gO in D*-{P1} (4.6)
where P t is the unique point in D at which if/ assumes its maximum value and
D* = D if a g s/2ij/M; otherwise D* is the subregion defined by V2(t|>M - if/) g a.
The proof of the lemma again makes use of PI and the particular form of <p. We
compute as follows for i//^il/M:
(4.7)
The right hand side in fact tends to zero as i/r—»^M.
In (4.7) S is clearly nonnegative by PI. To show that R is nonpositive we form
^(x) = k*xf(x)v'. (4.8)
But v'(x) is clearly nonpositive in D* since v"(x)^0 and t/(0) = 0. We thus
conclude that in D*
R(X)=SJR(0) = 0. (4.9)
This proves the lemma.
We see then that if v satisfies (4.1), (4.3) and <p SO in D, then <p is an upper
solution of (1.1), (1.2), i.e.
0Sug<p. (4.10)
Note that (4.5) and (4.3) imply that u(P1)S<^(P1). We shall show that with
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appropriate assumptions on /, (4.10) is impossible and thus that (4.2) cannot hold.
We now establish the following theorem:
THEOREM II. Let (1.1), (1.2) possess a unique positive classical solution. Suppose
further that (4.1), (4.2) possesses a positive solution for f satisfying
[ ^ & T , e [ 0 , < » ) , (4.11)
then either
u^cp in D (4.12)
or
\>k*. (4.13)
If on the other hand (4.1), (4.3) has a positive solution and f satisfies
<«-T,)[^—1*0, 6^[0,»), (4.14)
then
V ^ ~ (4.15)
The proof in both cases is established by contradiction. To prove the first part
of the theorem we assume that in some subdomain D1^D, u><p. We then form
f \(u-(p)A(u-(p)-^—JDl L u
-A) f cp(u-cp)f-^- (4.16)
where we have used (4.6). On applying the divergence theorem on the left,
simplifying, and regrouping terms we obtain
— dx. (4.17)S(A*-A) f
Note that Dx is a strict subdomain of D if the inequality sign holds in (4.2). Also
the integrals may be interpreted in the limiting sense if PxeDu since |grad <p\ is
bounded in D. Unless <p/u= constant the left hand side is negative. But the ratio
(f>lu cannot be constant if D is a bounded region; thus the first part of the theorem
is established.
To prove the second part of the theorem, we need merely show that <p cannot
be positive throughout D. Suppose <p>0 in D and thus that (4.10) holds. Then
c. (4.18)J D L ( p i J D L<p
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An integration by parts on the left gives
- f gradu-—grad^dx-A f u2[—-—ldxSiO. (4.19)
JD <P JD L <p M J
In view of (4.14) the inequality (4.19) can hold if and only if /(cp)/<p = constant
throughout D, but in this case it is well known that <p cannot remain positive in D.
We are thus led to a contradiction which shows that <p must vanish in D. Because
of the form of <p, this implies (4.15), and the theorem is established.
If we apply Theorem II to the clamped membrane problem with v chosen to
satisfy (4.3), we are led again to (3.12). Note that in this case (4.3) is easily
satisfied since any constant multiple of a solution is still a solution. On the other
hand if we choose f(u) = e" and use the first half of Theorem II which holds for
max u i l , we conclude that in this case either u^<p in D or else A >A*.
D
If the second part of Theorem II is applicable, and if the one dimensional
problem (4.1), (4.3) can be solved explicitly, then one can represent a as
a = g(A). (4.20)
the conclusion (4.15) states that
g(A)=sV2^~ (4.21)
On the other hand if (4.1) can be solved explicitly with the equality sign in (4.2)
and A = A*, then according to the theorem
0^uS<p in D. (4.22)
For instance it is easily checked that the solution of
t ,»+AV = 0 O ^ x g a (4.23)
o'(0), o(a) = 0
is given by
u = 21og[V2fcsech(fcVA*x)] (4.24)
where fc must be chosen to satisfy
V2fc = cosh (fcVA*a). (4.25)
Clearly (4.25) can hold only for sufficiently small values of A*a2. If, however, the
problem has a solution for A* = A and a = V2«^M we may apply Theorem II as
follows: Let v be a solution of
Then any solution of (1.1) with f(u) = e", which satisfies
max « S 1 (4.27)
D
must also satisfy
in D. (4.28)
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It thus follows that if u satisfies (4.27), then on dD
( 4 . 2 9 )
(4.30)
For instance if
A»//M = sech2l (4.31)
then
fc2 = [2A«fcJ-\ (4.32)
and we find that in D
0 =s
 u =g 2 log [cosh 1/cosh V l - # M , (4.33)
and on 3D
|grad u|2 == 2A sinh2 1 = 2|>M r 1 tanh2 1. (4.34)
The inequalities above are best possible for the particular choice of A</cM given by
(4.31), the equality signs holding in the limit as the domain degenerates to the
infinite slab.
To give another illustration of how the second half of Theorem II can be
applied, we consider the problem
Au + Au3 = 0 in D^R2 >
u = 0 on 3D.
Such an equation has a positive solution corresponding to any positive value of A.
We now define the Stekloff constant O, by
= min ^ — - . (4.36)
h=0on3D f
hec'(D)
The minimizing function w for (4.36) satisfies
Aw+- — = 0 in D
I |gradw|2dx (4.37)
w = 0 on dD.
Let us normalize w by the condition
[ |gradw|2dx=n/A. (4.38)
JD
Then w = u, and
f u4dx=H/A2. (4.39)
JD
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We now represent u at a point P in D in terms of the Green's function G(P, Q)
by the expression
u(P) = A f G(P, Q)u\Q) dx, (4.40)
and make use of Holder's inequality to obtain
u(P)S A{ f [G(P, Q)]4 dx]4j [ u4 dxj (4.41)
An application of a result of Weinberger [12] then yields
where A is the area of D.
The corresponding one dimensional problem is
from which we easily compute
u'(0) = 0, u(a) = 0
where
7 =
0 v i-
* _Conditions (4.3) are thus satisfied if we set A* = A and choose a to satisfy
( 4 4 5 )
It follows then from the second part of Theorem II that
4 / 3 (4.46)
a rather crude inequality, but one which can be sharpened if a better estimate for
uM can be computed. Note that we have obtained lower bounds for O and hence
by (4.38) and (4.39) lower bounds for JD |grad u\2 dx and JD u4 dx. Upper bounds
for these expressions are easily computed using (4.36).
V. Inequalities relating «|i to the solution of (1.1) for the JV-ball
We now suppose that A* and / are such that a classical positive solution of
dr r dr (5.1)
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exists, where A* and R are chosen to satisfy one of the following sets of
conditions:
R^NaM (5.2)
or
A = A
* (5.3)
D
In (5.2) we have used the notation
<rM = max |grad tf/\ = max |grad ip\. (5.4)
We define a function <& as follows:
in D* (5.5)
where x is a positive solution of (5.1), (5.2) or of (5.1), (5.3) and D* = D if (5.2)
holds. If R<N<rM then D* is the subregion of D defined by NiNalt-l^SR2.
Again if x satisfies (5.1), (5.2) then $ g O o n dD and therefore in D.
Let us now establish the analogue of Lemma I, again choosing the origin P1 at
the point at which if/ = i(tM.
LEMMA II. Let $ be given by (5.5) where x is a solution of (5.1) then
A<& + A*<DS0 in D*-{P1}. (5.6)
A direct computation gives in D1 — {PJ
= ^ R 1 ( T ) S 1 W (5.7)
where we have used the notation
(5.8)
We observe again that the right hand side of (5.7) tends to zero in the limit as
T—»0. However, it follows easily from the proof of (2.4) that the quantity
NCTM-2(^M is strictly positive unless D is the JV-ball. Thus the parameter T is
restricted to the interval
T2M- 2ife), (5.9)
where (/r2 is given by N(Mr^f-2i//2) = R2 if D* is a proper subdomain of D;
otherwise it is zero.
In (5.7) we note that S1 is nonnegative (by (2.4)). To determine the sign of R,
we observe that
^ = A * r N f ^ . (5.10)
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Again since — ( T N 1 — ISO we conclude that — is nonpositive and hence that
ar \ drl OT
R g O in D*. Thus the lemma is proved.
We remark again that if x satisfies (5.1), (5.3) and $ g O o n 3D then <& is an upper
solution, i.e.
0SuS<D. (5.11)
With the aid of Lemma II we now establish the following:
THEOREM III. Let (1.1), (1.2) possess a unique positive classical solution. Suppose
further that (5.1), (5.2) has a positive solution for f satisfying (4.11) then either
u g $ in D (5.12)
or
ASA*. (5.13)
On the other hand if (5.1), (5.3) has a positive solution and f satisfies (4.14), then
R^NcrM. (5.14)
Again the proof is made by contradiction; in fact the method is precisely the
same as that used in the proof of Theorem II. We do not repeat it here.
Again if we apply Theorem III in the case of the clamped membrane (N = 2) we
are led to the isoperimetric inequality
2 V A > M S ] O , (5.15)
where /„ is the first root of the Bessel function J0(x).
As we noted in the previous section, if the solution of (5.1), (5.3) could be
determined explicitly, one could represent R as
R = h(A). (5.16)
Then (5.14) would become
h(\)^NaM. (5.17)
We remark that a somewhat sharper but more complicated inequality could
actually be derived if we used instead of (5.1) the problem
d x (-N"— 1) d\~ &
'dr2+ r d^ + A ^ X ^ 0 ' a = r = R
 ( 5 1 8 )
where a =
The results of this section remain valid for nonconvex D.
VI. Some additional results
In Section III we derived results which gave an upper bound for
f UM df*
, , where u is a solution of (1.1), (1.2). We describe now a
Jo V F ( U M ) - F ( T , )
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method which gives a lower bound under the assumption that
f'(u)<\Jk, (6.1)
where At is given by (3.9). The specific result is as follows:
THEOREM IV. If u is a positive classical solution of (1.1), (1.2) in a convex region
D, then provided (6.1) is satisfied it follows that
\
J0 V F ( U M ) - F ( T , )
To establish this theorem we set
V F ( U M ) - F ( T , )
and form
* » 1 (6.3)
,6.4)
valid for u ^  uM. Here we have used yx to denote the argument of the cosine
function in (6.3). The right hand side of (6.4) actually tends to zero as u^*uM. We
show that in fact the right hand side of (6.4) is nonpositive if / satisfies (6.1).
We first note that the last term in brackets is nonnegative by virtue of (2.1). To
check the sign of the first term we denote this expression by R and form
Thus either y1 > IT or else
£*0. (6.6)
du
But the latter inequality implies that
R(u)^R(uM) = 0. (6.7)
We thus conclude that either
dr\
flT>
 ^ (6.8)0 V F ( U M ) - F ( T J )
or
A^ + AjO^O in D. (6.9)
By the arguments of Sections IV and V it follows that if <J> satisfies (6.9), then $
cannot remain positive in D and hence that $ ^ 0 on dD. But this implies (6.2)
which would also follow if yx > it. The theorem is thus established. Again the
equality sign holds in the limit as D degenerates to an infinite slab.
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If the inequality sign in (6.1) were reversed one could conclude that
V&SO in D, (6.10)
but this inequality does not appear to be lead to very interesting results.
There are of course other more direct methods of comparing solutions of (1.1)
to ijt when /(0) j= 0. In this case we may make the substitution
f ^ (6.11)
and observe that w satisfies
Aw = -A-f(u) |gradw|2 in D
(6.12)
w = 0 on 3D.
An immediate consequence of this expression (with / satisfying (1.2)) is
wgA^. (6.13)
Then if
(6.14)f
Jo
it follows directly that no solution can exist if
(6.15)
This technique for obtaining criteria for nonexistence is well known.
Since (6.13) holds throughout D, and w and ip both vanish on 3D, it follows
also that on 3D
|gradw| = — |gradu|SA|grad«/»|. (6.16)
Different results can sometimes be obtained, if we rewrite (6.12) replacing
Igrad w\2 on the right by |grad u\2lf2(u) and use (2.1), i.e.
w = 0 on 3D.
If we are able to express the right hand side of (6.17) again in terms of w then the
inequality will sometimes yield upper bounds for u.
In the special case f{u) = e" we have
w = l - e " u (6.18)
and we conclude that
l -e^gA. / - , (6.19)
from which it follows trivially that no solution exists if A I ^ M > 1 . On the other
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hand if a solution exists then (6.17) becomes
A w S - \ [ ( 2 e " " - l ) - 2 e u - w ] in D (6.2U)
w = 0 on 3D.
If tjf satisfies (6.20) with the equality sign then clearly
w=£i£ in D. (6.21)
Again applying (2.1) to the function i// and integrating to the boundary we obtain
4 , g Tl - ^ - ] [ 1 -sech V2Aeu«d] (6.22)
where d is the radius of the largest inscribed N sphere in D. Then the fact that
w M g ^ M leads to a result implied already by (3.13b), i.e.
e
u
™'
2
 g cosh yj- eu™/2d (6.23)
or setting x = W— e
UKfl2d
x ^ A/- d cosh x. (6.24)
Also since (6.21) holds throughout D and both terms vanish on dD we conclude
that
|gradw|2=|gradu|2S|grad^|2 on dD. (6.25)
Applying (2.1) to the equation for 4> we conclude that on 3D
|grad ^|2g2Ae"M[(2-e-"M)-^M]^M. (6.26)
Since 2i/*Mg2-e~"M it follows from an application of (6.22) that
«
/2d), on dD. (6.27)A 2 e e
Inserting this expression into (6.25) we conclude that
max |grad u\^J^(2eu"/2-e^2) tanh (V2Aeu«/2d) (6.28)
which implies that
max |grad u\ g V2Ae"«/2. (6.29)
It seems likely that the results of this paper can be extended to handle more
general classes of nonlinear second order elliptic equations, but up to now this has
been done only for a few special cases.
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